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iniroduct'ion
One and a half years ago the UNILAC accelerator started to del.iverheavy ion beams of 5.9 Mev/anru, which is a sufficienr energy to over-
c.one the Coulomb barrier and so to study nuclear interactiöirs. Today,bombarding energies up to 8.5 Mev/amu are commonly available for a
_variety of beams including the very heavy projectites ljke uranium andleac. This unique facil]ty has openeg up-at Git during tne pait yeara broad spectrum of act'ivities including the search fön rrpärt'.uuy
r;ucl ei , for the spontaneous emission of positrons in the overcr.itr-'calelectric fie1d, for yrast traps, etc.
"Jhat r.;e shall report here will be on the shadow side of these realhighl igh'us, but jf one thinks of the moon, the back s.ide is asinteresting as the enlighted one. The present talk rvill concäntrate
on a survey study of deep inelastjc collisioris and rvill not at aljreflect the general spectrum of actjvitjes at GSI (CSI i6)The reactionsinvestigated are summarized with a number of characteristic quantit.iesin table. i. ii is a survey study performed for a wicle spun oi tangets
and_ proj ect'il es so as to recognize the general features ät thucollision and their trends, rvhile.movin! from the al..iOv fnäwn lighter
systerns to the heaviest possible target-projectile conrbiiratjsn U oÄ U.
Sevei^al symeretric ingo-ing cha;rne I s (Xe-Sn, pb-pb and u-u) were chosen
as viell as a number of asymmetric systems (Kr-Sn, Kr-Er,'Xe-Au, xe-u,
!-P!). The origina'l 5.9 Mev/amu werä not süff iciÄnt to reairr iÄeCoulotnb barrien for the heav'iest combinations and jt was onty it tfre
end of 1976 that 
'de were able to move on into the n** rugion. iakingadvanlaEe of vrhat vte learned from this-general survey we"have recenilystarted io investigate some more specific questions 6y obser"ving the -y-multiplicity and the bombarding energy dependence o? the aeep-in-elastic process (Kr-Sn, Kr-Er).
Table L shovrs that the coulomb barrjer is typically exceeded by afactor of 1.3; in the energy ciependent study'we scän a region "betrveen
+)
*) 0n leave from l^Jeizman Institute, Rehovot, Israel
Humbol dt fel 1ow, ,ln I eave from CRfrl Strasbourg, France
Table 1: List of the reactjons investjgated
Target
375
265
208
L82
7Lr
397
?93
249
516
571
583
831
702
798
956
1"24
1. 50
1 .80
2.04
i. 10
T,3?
1 .58
1 .80
t.3?
7.47
1 .46
1 .40
t.3?
1.29
7.26
140
199
252
289
112
203
276
323
227
402
412
423
499
52r
546
50
99
160
2r0
L5
B1
i50
206
90
184
190
118
4.9
5. 99
7.2
8.?
4.9
5. 99
7.2
8.2
5.9
7.55
7.55
7. 55
7.5
7.5
7.5
250
300
360
411
283
339
4A7
464
370
596
610
64L
B6K.
86K,
132xe
20BPb
23Bu
i20sn
166Er
äiäi,
ä3ft'
23Bu
1.1 and 2. The corresponding kinet'ic energy above the Coulomb
barpier, after the nuäle'i häve alread.y been-sloured dovtn 'in the
Coulomb field is typically betvteen 100 and 200 I'ieV: this is roughly
the total kjnetjc änergy ävailable for the internal excitation of
tfrÄ i nteracti ng nucl e'il- f ne maximum angul ar momentum i n the rel ati ve
*Jiion for graiing partial vraves, is of the order of 200 to 500, and
even if on1! a ceitäin fraction FZll) 9an be absorbed, a large
imount of angulan momentum is also avajlable to the'internal degrees
of freedom of the nucl ei .
The var.iety of k'inetic energies and target projectile combinations
avajlable -make of these reactions a povterful tool to stuCy many
iuutug. propertjes of nuclear matter, wh'ile the interactjng nuclei
uru t{.ohg1y over'lapping. From this.point of vjew vre are- pursuing
to the heävjer systäms lhe interestjng investigations of the deep
inelast'ic react'iön and of the diffus'ion mechanism previously studied
ä[-Ori"v-(rÄ70, euZO, N977), Berkeley (Hu77, Mo76) a19 Dubna (Ar 73).
Typica'l-tö these react'iöns'is, amollg other aspects, the increas'ing
ciässical behaviour reflected by the Sommerfeld parameter n' and the
vanishing fusion cross section, so that the r^rhol e total cross
section ündengoes the deep'inelastic process. Also characteristjc
of the heaviei systems'is'the presence of fissjon as a possible
*l*l'ts evaluated using the relatjve velocity at the Coulomb barrier.
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decay mode of the exc'ited primary products after the collision:
this is usually called the sequential fission.
Summarizing, the general interest of this study lies in the reaction
mechan'ism and the mass diffusion process, v,rithout forgetting possibl e
nucl ear structure effects. Expecial'ly 'interesting 'is to invästigate
the mass transfer process for the heaviest systems (u on u), into
.the transuranic reg'ion, to determine the primary population probabi-lity as r,re'li as the decay properties of these nuclei.
The content of the report will be subdivided as fol'lowing:
1. Experimenta'l device.
2. A systematic study of the deflection function: a direct test of
nucl ear forces.
3. The nuclear diffusion process betvreen heavy nuclei.
4 , Resul ts of the y-mul t'i p1 i c i ty mea surements .
1. The experjmental device
The kinemat'ic coincidence apparatus is schematica'l1y i'llustrated onfig. 1. A position sensitive ion'isation charnber (Sa 75) is centered
at the graz'ing angle of the reaction and is used as a irigger counter.
For.each particle the chamber measures scattering ang'le (x, y-read-
out), total energy, energy loss and time of arrival.-The'distance
from the target is 1" m, the substended solid angie 50 msr.
Fig. chamber
NaI 3"x3"
Experimental apparatus. IC ion'isation
RC recoil counter, St start detector,
sodium idide crystai.
RC
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The start signal is deljvered by the secondary electrons ejected from
a thjn carbon foil piaced 7 cm from the target: the electrons are
amplified in a channel plate after deflect'ion in a magnetic field
(Re 7i).
0n the opposite side of the'ionisation chamber a 250 msr detector(St 77) observes the particles emitted jn the direction of the recoi-
f.ing nuclei: it cons'ists of a mult'iwire proportionai counter which
measures scattering angles (x-y-coordinates) and energy loss. It is
followed by parallei plate detectors which deliver a stop signa'|.
Up to 3 NaI crysta'ls were used to determine the y-multiplicity in
coincidence with the trigger counter informat'ion.
The data obta'ined up to now were collected during a total running time
of 7 days. lrlost of the information, extracted from the data was gain.td
from the ionisat'ion chamber. The determination of scattering angle and
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Fig' 2z
Two dimensional plots of energy loss versus
total energy. In part a) are displayed light
elements below Z 
=4o, while in part b) fromthe top to the bottom the elements Pb, i{o, Sn
Cu, Fe and Al can be recognized.
(Chonnels)
(Chonnels)
Fig. 3:
Proton numbelidentificat ion .
0n1y the,events inside the iriangie
are identified. 0n the outside, to the right'
are seen the particles which are not full,v
stopped in the ionisation chanber.
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total energy is quite stra'ightforward, rvh'ile the Z jdentification is
more elaboratedi it follows in the usual way from the relatjon between
energy loss_and total energy deposited jn the counter.F.ig. 2 shov,rs
two energy loss_vs energy p1ots. The single charges can bä resolved
up t9 about Z=35 (fig..2a),_whith is g göoa resoTution consideringthe large aperture of 40 x 6 cml of the counter. For the heavier
systems, vrhere the single charges are no more distinguishable, we
found very useful to take, as calibration lines, the recoilingproducts emerging from thick wires of d'ifferent elements nit by the
beam (fi.g. ?b). in figure 3a js shown how we first niatched a qiid to the
measured calibration ljne. The grid is calculated on the basii of a
semiempir]ca1 dEldx formula and-then used to interpolate the data and
extract the Z values for each event-(fig. 3b).At present the shape ofthe dEldx curve for a given Z is well röprodüced by the formula, how-
ever, the spacing between adjacent Z for z > 7s is found to deviate
fr_om the extrapolation based on the I'iqht el ements: additional
cal jbration work_ is 'in progress. The däta of f.igure 3b are obtainedfrom the U-U collision. Such a 7 ident'if ication-is essential in orderto determine small dev'iations fronr the proton number of the projectile,
while'investigating the nu.cleons diffusion process.
86Kr-..- 1205n
ELob= 514 MeV
dE/dx
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The p'lots of f"ig.4l'till demonstrate the advantages of the experi-
mental devjce when applied to the deep inelast'ic ieactions. The results
of the Kr on sn reactions a!^e shown as they appear, on the storage
d"isplay, during the data acqujsitjon after 5 minutes of accumula[ion.
The same event is plotted twice: in an energy loss vs total energy(Iig. 4a) and in a total energy vs laboratoiy angle plot (f.ig. 4b).
Through the density of the accumulated points it is easy to FecogÄ"izethe correlat'ions between the 3 measured'quantitjes. At -smal'l scaitering
angles. emerges a strong elastic scattering: the energy decreases
toward larger angles because of the kinematic dependence in the la-boratory system for the elast'ic process. The empty spaces originate
from the window support of the gas counter. At the grazing angle, vrhere
the nuclear interaction starts, the elastic scattering dröps drasticaiiyjn intensity. Just before the grazing ang1e, the increasing attractive
nuclear forces constrain the scattered particles on a trajÄctory tor^rard
smaller angles (fjg. 5). At the same t'ime, due to the nuclear inter-
act'ion, the nucl e j are exc jted.
This takes energy from the re-
lative motion, the observed ki-
netic energy drops continuously
as the exc'itation energy in-
creases. This is how the deep
i nel asti c process devel ops ,
coming from the e1ast.ic, partly
damped going to the deep in-
elastjc componenl. The events,
which have a laboratory energy
smaller than 300 l'1eV can be
attributed to the fuliy re-
laxed component. It is not
possi bl e to tel I di rectly
from these data what i s the
defl ection angl e of the fu1'ly
relaxed or so called orbiting
component: if it has been
scattered from the same s'ide
of the nucleus as the partly
damped component, 'if j t
comes from a negative angle
trajectory, oF if the com-
posite system has already made
rnany turns as in the fusion fission process. As we shall see later,
such a question cannot be answered in generai for al1 systems and,
even for a given system different contrjbutions may be present at
0nce.
A complementary iriformat'ion on the nrass diffusion is obta'ined fro'm
the nE vs E diagram of figure 4b. For decreasing energy we observe a
spreading and a shift on the nE scale, which correspond to an in-
creased mass diffusion as the nuclei are exc'ited, w.ith a tendency
to popul ate a symmetric fragrnentation of two roughly equal nucl e'i.
-0 +Q
Fig. 5: The different trajectonies of a Hilczynsk'i
diagram (lli 73).
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This is noL oniy a quite effie'ient way to accumulate data, but it also
makes poss'ible to fol low continuor.rsly the evo'lution of the d'istrjbutions
and, in a few mjnutes, to recognize the main features of the collisionprocess Jgf u given target project'ile comb'ination qt a given bonrLjandinqenergy. This type of representation undenlines the öontinuity of the ."''
whole process from the graz'ing colljsions to the compound nuäleusformation: thi s 'is certainly a chal l enEe for a generäl scatter.ing
theory.
The three measured quantities on E, Z are sufficient to transform thetlo body kinemat'ic quantities f'ronr the laboratory into the CM system.
The mass is deduced from Z over a 1to l corres,pondence-, which iollowsthe ß-stabi'lity va11ey. The'light particles evaporation-is neglectedin the transformation
The results of the event by event transformation are shown on part d)
and c) of figure 4. The new calculated quantities are the total kinetjc
elgrgy TK! and the center of mass scattering angle ocl,l.The so called
l,Ji i czynski diagram. (ui 
.73) i s obta'ined by pl otti ng TKr vs o6y. From
such a repnesentation it is easy to read out the energy of tüö re-lqxe! component, wh'ich cornesponds rough'ly to the repü1sion energy
of the coulomb barrier. The TKE vs Z diagram illustrate again thä
charge diffusion vrith a tendency toward symmetry. !,lh'ile considering
the data in the cM system,'it should be remembered that the limjted
range of observation in the laboratory introduces diffuse cuts on thed'istributjons. The reco'i1ing nuclei are usually not detected becausethejr grazino angle in the laboratory system is out of the observation
range of the detector and even if they hit the detector the'ir kinetic
energy is so 1ow, that it'is very hard to identify them.
In the following we shall study the evolution of the deflection function
from the elastic to the fu11y relaxed component for s'ix different
systems. This will clarify the relative motion of the colliding heavyparticles. Afterwards we shall consider, for the same systems,'the
evolution of the proton number as a function of the total kinetic
energy loss (TKEL) and this will jllustrate the mass diffusion process
overimposed on the rnotion of the coll'iding objects.
2. A systematic study of the deflectjon function
Figure 6 shovrs three asymmetric Kr-Er, Xe-Au, u-Pb and three symmetric
systems Xe-Sn, Pb-Pb and U-U. They are ordered forincreasing
strength of the Coulomb repul sion. The Coulomb barrieris exceeded
by a factor of 1.25 to 1.4 which is a lower value as the 1.5 of the
Kr on Sn system of fjgure 4. This explains the absence of an orb'iting
component (M0 76).
tJith Kr on Er and Xe on Sn we compare an asJ,/ätmetric (fig. 6b) with a
synmetric ingoing channel (fig. 6a) at the sapie total enerqy of the
composite nucleus. They both displäy a quite s'imjlar trendi-ttre nuclear
attraction takes the upper hand against Coulomb repulsion; theparticles are constrained to smaller scattering ang'les, while the
overlap increases.
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fo-ying_on toward stronger_coulomb fierds the Xe on Au scattering(fig. 6c) shovrs a partjcular balance betvreen repulsive and attractive
Igf..:: the particles are scattered around a fix mean angle value.This is_usually called the focusing effect (Hu 76). In t6e next heavien
system Pb on Pb (fig. 6b) we observe a monoton.ic increase of the
scattering a!9le fon'incneasing TKEL. Because of the identity of the
:l.gting. particles, we observe iwo distrjbutions symmetric aböut 900-
.(.cI), which qross at 900. The same behaviour is aiso pres.ni in il e
u-Pb system (fig. 6d). From the left to the right we öbserve how the
Pb component deve'lops; in the right upper cornär we see the uran-ium
d)
e) f)
-B-
component whjch should, in principle, be nrirror symmetric about 90oto the.lead component. Because of the sequential tission, the highly
excited uranium-l i ke nucl ei , whjch have l'ow kinet jc enerEies, are
Tir:ing'in the d'iagrarn. Therefore, in the asymmetrictr u-Fn system,
:! it possible to distinguish the projectile-like from the räioil-like-nuclei and the trends are more räadi'ry recognized.
In the U-U-scattering we observed, as it rvill be shown in same details'later, a dominance. of !he sequentia.l fiss jon: th'is can a'lready be anti-qipated form the Pb-u 'interact'ion. The l,Jj l czynski p'lot is shoivn in
Iig. 5e for selected ternary processes, by räquiriirg a coincidentfission.fragment in the recoil counter. ih ttris way-it is possibleto drastically reduce the elastic events, which ot-herwise would over-
whelm the plot" trt seems that the general trend of the deflectionfunctjon towards larger scattering angles is st'ill present in the
u-u-scatter]1s., a'lthough very few events survive thä sequentialfission at high excitation energies.
From the observation of figure 6 we deduce that a gradual trendgfis!, where between the lighter systems (Kr-Sn) ana the heavy systems(Pb-Pb) the deflection function, aiter thä first rainbow Oui nätore
l!,9 gtuting ang1e, possibly describes a second rainbow angle (De 75):this second rainbow angle moves toward larger angles for [he heavier
masses. In addit'ion the relation between 'impact parameter and
scattering angle seems to be washed out in the fu11y relaxed com-ponent.
The gener^al interest of these deflection function studies can be
summarized in two main points:
1. Test of nuclear forces: Through the delicate balance between Coulomb,
centrifygql and nuclear forces of the rotating dinuclear molecular
system (fig. 7) it should be possible to deduöe form the known
Coulomb and centrifugal forces the nuclear attraction as a functionof the strength of the overlap integral. The important degrees offreedom to be considered are besioei the dependänce from the.impactparameter, the time dependent changes of the overlap integral bä-
cause of deformations, and the change of the centriiugal iorces
because of tangentia'l frict'ional foices during the slöwing downprocess. This dynamica'l situat'ion of the dinuilear molecuiar systemis also essential to understand the I imits onto the compound
nucleus formation.
One interesting aspect of this 'inverse scattering problem for the
reconstruction of the interacting potential, is the fact that therei9 no missing cross sect'ion over a large range of observation; so
there is no absorption, we are observing a1l erements of the
scattering matrix. In this sense we have a situation very different
from an elastic scattering study of the interact'ion poteirtial where
only one s'ingle channel is investigated and where thä absorpti.on
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prevents the analysis of the 'interjor. The price to be paid comes
from the superposit'ion of the tiiass diffusion process on top of the
relative motion process, so that both are intimately correlated
and cannot be eas'ily unfoTded. The mass diffusion r,ril I be treated
i n same deta'i I s i n the next cha pter.
Zentr:
Fig. 7: The rotating dinciear molecular system
2. Determinat'ion of the time scale of the interaction: The'interaction
time can be obtained from the scattering angle thorugh an jnte-gration along the trajectory of the relation
lret - I 'ot(.
which describes the angular velocity of the dinuc'lear morecure(Hu 77, liö 76). The moment of inertia I(t) depends on the shapes the
system assumes. The relatjve angular momentum 1ps1(t) depends on theinternal spin absorbed by the fragments. The trajectories of the
U-U coll'ision ane illustrated in figure B. Part a) considers aqrazing sjtuation, while part b) shols a fully damped collis'ion at
small impact parameters. The scattering ang'le is roughly the samein both cases but the nuclei are most'l-v deflected in the Coulombfield for a per"ipheral collision and'in the overlapping nuclearfield for the central coll'ision. l^Je expect from this consideratjon
the U-U interact'ion time to be sinlilar to the one of the Xe-Bi
react'ion analyzefl.in some^Cetails by Huizenga (Hu 77 ), whjch 'is ofthe orden of 10-.. to l}-tr sec. The knowledge of such a time
scale is important for the prediction, through the diffusion mode'|,
of the strength of the mass transfer in the transuranic region.
The derivation of a time scale can be of cons'iderable help not on'lyin understand'ing the diffusion process but also the relaxation
phenomena of the various degrees of freedom.
FnrJ
Eq:
- 10-
U-U
75 MeVTo,"nu TKEI-=200MeV
li"= 200h
b)
Fig. 8: The trajectories_ in the U-U collisions.
3. The diffus'ion of nucleons between heavy n-uclei_.
Figure 9 illustrates the evolut'ion of the nucleons diffusion as afunction of the loss on total kinetic energy. The sante symmetric and
asynmetflic systems of figure 6 are reconsidered. The Xe ön Sn react.ion
:l'row: .a nlce symmetric, distri bution, which monotonical ly widens asthe k'inetic energy decreases. The_correspond'ing asymmetric, ingoing
channel shows a pneferential population of the-heavier masses:-thiö is
usually called a driving force toward synmetry. The Xe on Au combination
behaves very s'imilarly to Kr on Er. A rveak,cornponent of the. sequent'ialfiss'ion of Au is seen at low kinet'ic energ'ies. If the pb-pb disrri-but'ions are compared to the Xe on sn case, one observes a sh-ift to theloler proton numbers. The same trend is present on the u-u case, al-
though few events are observed at the high excitation energies. The
same is also true in the U-Pb scattering,which direcbly"illustrates
the drastic change tak'ing place for the heävy masses above lead. Frompotential.energy surface we would expect thal the primary massesproduced in the Pb-Pb, and u-u interaction would bä simiiar to theXe-Sn interaction. The question to be discussed later will be if the
sequential fission can explain the missing part of the Z distr.ibutionfor the heavier elements. Before investigaiing these quest'ions let us
understand better tlg f ighter systems vrhäre the decay'of the primary
exc'ited masses is limited to the neutron evaporation, so .it äoesn't
al ter the Z d'i stri buti on.
'ntil now we have been rather qual itat'ive 'in the description of thedata, the follow'ing figures shall give a quantitative räpresentation
of the results after normalization to the Rutherford crois section.Instead of the usual doldn we have chosen a doldo representation, be_
cause the latelis proportional to the total reaction cross section
uhen the whole angular range is observed. Figure 10 displays the
TKEL 
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Fig. 9: The nucleons diffusion as a function of the
TKEL. The distributions are rneasured for a
g.lven setting of the position sensitjve
ionisation chamber, v;hich'is centered arounc
the grazing angle of the reaction and ob-
serves the projectile-l ike fra_oments. The
fi':;:*Jri; l:::Tiil: are observed parriallv
absolute cross sections for the Kr on Er l^eaction. The proton number-
and angulan-distributions are shown on a logarithmic scale for
several cuts as a function of the total kinetic energy loss (TKEL).
For lovJer excitation energies the Z-Ci stri bu*.ron 'is narrow as i.Jel i as
the angular distribution. As we rrrove uD in energ,,,,./e observe a
broaden'ing and an increasing slop€.n tne r'lea'iy elenent side above the
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Fi.g.lo: Abso'lute differential cross sections of the Kr-Er collision. The
number to the right of each Z-distribution indicates the averaoe
total kinetic energy loss of the considered events. The number dis-
played to the left is the scaling factor. If all reaction prcducts
would be observed and identified,symmetric Z-distributions (about
Z=52) would also be observed, centered at the Z of the recoil
Products (Z=68).
Z-value of the projectile; we observe a shift and a broadening for the
angular distribut'ion. These are the same general featunes considered
before on the two dimensjonal plots of the l^lilczynski- and of the
diffusion-diagrams (fig. 6 resp. 9).
Hhat we want to learn now^on a quantitative scale is how the width ofthe distributions,. 
.the ozz yaly9, changes as ; function oi ilre TKEL,as. suggested by Hu'izenga in his systematic work (Hu 76) for a
number of similar systems. ['Je want to investigate ir trreie ls ageneral relation follorved by the mass diffus'iön process.
It is rather instructive lg.compare.the symmetric Xe-Sn system to theasymmetric Kr-Er system (figure 11). The Xe on Sn distrinütions remainGaussian in shape, fu1'ly symmetric 'independently from thä iril: the
system is symntetric from the beginning and therä is no ariving force
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where u2 is the charge drift coeffic'ient and D? the d.iffusion co-effic'ient. The measured variafice o72 of the pr6ton nuntber distributionis related to the drift coeffic.ieni by
o 
'2 
= z'Dz't
In.this picture, for the Xe on Sn reaction, Vzis approximately zero
and we test the d'iffusion coefficient D, alonä. ln lhe framewoik ofthis model 'it seems diff icul t to expl ain why, in the Kr on Er
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expected from a potential energy surface; the centr-ifugalbarrier tends to conserve the iymmetry. There are good reasons to study
symmetric, as wel'l qs asymmetriä ingortng systems. ihe symmetric casedispalys a number_of simpl ifying feäturös.- Let us compa-re these
experimenta'l results to the most simple form of a diffusion theory.
l,le assume a frozen geometry betureen two ovenlapping nuclei and we
apply the transport theory wjth the Fokker planck equation us
suggested by Nörenberg.(Nö 76). It gives the proton number occupationprobability as a function of iime
p(z"L) 
= (4n.Dr.t )-t/2.*pI-{ z-zo-\)L.t)z /
132 120Xe- Sn
59 MeVTO*
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reaction we observe ünly 
.
a change in the skewness
of the Z distribution
without a drift of the
centroid value: we ob-
serve that the cuts on
TKEL do not sarnple only
a given time intervall,
overlap strength and im-
pact parameter, but that
these Z di stri but'ions may
'possibly come from a super-prsition of the djfferent
components of figure 12,
r.rith changing weighting
factors . The unfol d'i ng
of a time scal e and the
association of given im-
pact parameters to wel I
defined TKEL appear to
be quite difficult in
these case:i.
The Xe on Au results of
figure L3 represent aIso,
for different reasons, an
'interesti ng pi ece of i n-
formation. Like in the
Kr-[r system, we observe
a broadening and a de-
creas'ing slope as the TKEL
increases, but in addition
notice the puzzling shift
of the maximum in a di-
rection oppos'iLe to the
one expected from a
driving force tovrard
synmetry whjch is pre-
djcted from simple
1 i qu'i d dro p model con-
sideration. t^le bel'ieve
that this is due to a
shel I structure effect
where both Xe and Au
feel a coherent driving
force toward close
shells: Xe toward Z=50
and Au toward 7=87.
These observations are
t=0
Fi9.l2: Predictions of a simple diffusion model.
62 66
z
Center of nass data 106/Ae) of the Xe-Auinteraction. The TKEL value is ind.icatec
on the right of each distribuuicn: the
number in parenthesis is the scaiing
factor'. For'large enerqy clumpinc the cai-
culnl;cd TKEL could be affected by the
l:e.vnnoration of the exciteci frag'rents.
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consistent w'ith recent radiochemical measurements of Kratz et al.(Kr 77 ) where both I'ight and heavy fragment wene observed. It can
nevertheless not be comp'letely ruled out, at this point, that alight charged partic'les evaporation also contributes to the observed
shift. However, these results are certa'in1y of considerable interest
and should st'imulate add'itional experimental and theoretical work
because the Xe on Au systems disp'lay optimum cond'i!'ions for the ob-
servation of shell structure effects.
The next question to be considered is how the Xe-Sn, Kr-Er and Xe-Au
results do fit jnto the present general understanding of the mass
d'iffusion as 'invest'igated by Huizenga (Hu /7). The next figure (14)gives the relation between the variance 6i of the proton number dis-
stribut'ion and the TKEL.
The results of the orjginal
Berkel ey measurements are
sunrmarjzed by the fu11 line. It
should be pointed out that for TKEL
the Berke'ley data the Coulomb 300barrier js exceeded by 200 to ,r..,,
270 MeV, while for Kr on Er tMevJ
the total ava i I abl e ki neti c
energy b/as 85 MeV, for Xe
on Sn- 95 MeV and for Xe 200
on Au 190 MeV. The com-
parison shows that all
measurements roughiy match
on the TKEL scale as long
as the energy dumping has
not reached the fu1 ly re-
laxed component. It is
a I so i nterest.ing to com-
pare these same resul ts
in terms of a simple
friction model (one body
dissjpation model ) aiong
the same I ine follor,red by
Huizenga, where the rate
of energy dissipat'ion per
unit of time is proport'icnal
at each 'instant to the re-
A' .uuK, 
j*E,^
Ä ,o-- 132,, 1zo4,.-' a -Xe ---SnJ
J,rx. Jnhu
{
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F'ig. 14: General relation between total kinetic
energy loss and mass diffusion. The full
l ine curve sunnnrizes the resulis of
Huizenga et ai. (Hu 77) for the reactions
Xe-Bi, Xe-Ho, Kr-Bi and Kr-Hc.
ma'ining a.vailable energy. 
_zThi.s leads to the diagram of figure 15 where 5i is p'lotted versus
tn(eolr) The quantity En is thö totql available energy and E the
avaiTante energy at äacH momerrti ö2 is assumed to bö"a measure of the
time scale. These results show that the slope depends on the total
available energy, this means that the friction force (the slope gives
the frictional coefficjent) is not velocity dependent. At low bom-
barding energies the friction coefficient is larger as compared to
higher energies"
- 16-
An energy dependent study done for
different bombardjng energies, asit has been performed for Kr on Sn
and Kr on Er, shouid be of con-
siderable help in order to clarify
the nature of the energy djssipation ^
mechanism. The accumulated data re 
-unot yet fuily analyzed, but we have ui
learned from the presented data that !the s i mp1 e f ri ct i onal model 'i s not
valid, that the annunt of energy
d j ss'i pated per exchange i s too l arge
to be accounted for by a simple
frict'ional force. The m'icroscopic
nature of the energy dissipation
remains qu'ite an open questjon:is it due to particle hole exci-
tat'ion rv'ith the promotion of
nucl eons to hi gher shel 1 s (l,lei 77 ) ,
due to col I ect'ive excitation in-
cluding the giant mode (l^li 77), Fis'15:
or js it just based on Q-window
natching and phase space con-
siderations?
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Rate of energy loss as a function of ihe
number of proton exchanges. The quantity
Eo is the total available energT above rhebarrier, whiie E is the availabie energyfor each energy loss. The straight lini
corresponds to the observed behaviour cf
the reaction Xe-Bi and Xe-Ho (Hu 76).
Add'itional 'information on the energy diss'ipat'ion will be presented w'ith
the results of the y-multiplicity measurements in the iast chapter.
He shall now first rTlove on to the question of 'the mass d'iffusion for
the heavier systcms vt'ith the Pb-Pb, Pb-U and U-U interaction.
Until now vre were considering primary products in the mass region be-
tween 80 and 200 amu, which are known from compound nucleus studies
to decay predominantly by neutron emjssion: the neasured Z-dis-
trjbutions v;ere therefore fu11y representative of the primary Z-dis-
stributions. For nuclei urith masses A >200 it is known both from
conipcünd nucleus decay studies and from the liquid drop calculations
of Cohen, P1asi1 and Srviatecki (f ig.16) that the exc'ited fragments can
easily decay by sequentia'l fission. The aim of the present investi-
gations is therefore on one side to delucidate if the heaviest
systems follorv the generai trend displayed in fig. 14, to determ'ine
the primary population as a function of excitat'ion energy in the
tnansuranic region, and on the other side to investigate which new
phenontena vrill occur. It js for exampie unknown, urhether during the
coll'ision of very heavy nuclei fission will occur on a much faster time
scale comparable to the'interact'ion t'ime, or whether the strongly de-
formed nuclei might favor the emissjon of charged particles during the
coll'ision.
The results of the three react'ions U-U, U-Pb and Pb-Pb are shown infig. 17 on a logarithmic scale for comparable observation angles and
/.
ly,
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Fig.!l: Liquid drop nrodel prediciions (Lo /+) of
the fission barrier fcr 0 = 0 (fuil line;
' and Q =-B MeV. The dashed'line shows
nhere the fi Ssion-startt tO co;rpeie iri tit
the neutron decay nrode.
bombard'ing energies. In each spectrum
we see after elimination of the
elastically scattered events two peaks:
one, close to the Z of the projectile,is narrower and asymmetrjc and corres-
ponds to the normal deep inelastic
scattering, vJhereas the second,
broader, is roughly centered at half
the proton nunrber of the heavy frag-
ments and can be associated rv'ith the
sequential fissjon of the excited
primary products (Kr 7a).
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Comparing the three systems it is clear 9:::ill-1":lts of the Pb-Fb, Pt,-u and ir-r,i
that the"part of the ieaction crÄsi - ;;'iil?h.''ll1J"?i:,'iffrJ:;iltll:::'
sect jon which undergoes sequential it lo!.ful ly representative bec:.use the
f issi0n jncreases with 'incieas'ing mass. li:;r:;'i;"lnl'ä3l;ili.lre not ccnroleteiv
The deep inelastic component has in all three cases a steep slope to-
r',ards heavier elements,. and a much flatter one tov/ards I ighter e1e-
ments, the latter fallihg off much slower for U-U than foi the two
other reactions,The dashed lines 'in fig. i7 indicate the experinrental
resolution determjned from the elastic scattering.
For comparison the Z-distribution of deep inelastic collis'ion of Xe on
Sn, where no'sequential fission is observed, 'is shown in f ig. 18.
: Pb-Pb :
I
IltItIr
I
lt
Pb-U 
-
75 uevy4yg ji-
TKEL> /.0MeV I
t \ -el
I
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This distribution is fully symmetr"ic
In fig. 19 the Z-djstrjbutions for
Xe-Sn and Pb-Pb are plotted fordifferent values of TKIL. l,lith in-
creas'ing energy diss'ipation for
Pb-Pb the distributions become
more and more asymmetric, which
can be expiained by the fission
barri er sh j fti ng to I 'ighter nucl ei .
,The f iss'ion probabi'lity as a
function of 7 can be determined
from the 'large area recoil de-tectolif the corresponding'l'ight
reaction fragments are seen in
the ionisation chamber. The re-
sults are shown in fig. 20. For
the reaction Pb-Pb the fission
probabi 1 i ty ri ses steeply from
5 % for Z=83 to 75 % for Z=87.
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Fig.18: Sarne data as
over al 1 non
in fi gure ila , but integreter:
elastic events.
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Fig.2o: The same distributions of figure i8a) and c) are compared on
an enlarged Z-scale. The meaiureC fission piobab.il ity of the
heavy recoi) nuciei in the pb-pb reaction is shown by thetri.angles: the corresponding scale is indicated on iiie right
side of the figure.
Fig.21: Primary and final distributions of the Pb-pb and U-U reactions.
The primary Z-distributjons are guessed by assuming the same
shape as in the Xe-Sn data of figure 19: The integial of thedistribution is normalized to the total reaction cross section
as determined by the grazing angle (quarter-point procedure).
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In figure 21 a) the Z-distributions of the deep inelastic fragments are
compared more closely for u-u and Pb-Pb, From studies performäo withlighter systems, from potential energy surface arguments and especiallyfrom the fact that the two systems are sjrmmetric r-there is no reasonto be1ieve that the primary Z-distributions should not be symmetric(fi9..21). lle therefore would expect.simj'lar if not identicäl primaryyields for element 7 = 87, which is in the midd'le between pb aira u. -This intensity ratio should also not be changed by sequential fission
as long as the genera'l relation between nuclear excitation and width ofthe Z-distribution (fi9..14)is the same in both reactions. From fig. ztit can however be seen that the yie'ld of elemeint z = 87 is about 40times larger in u-u than in Pb-Pb. One possible explanation would bethe emission of lislt charged particles during or after the primary
fragmentation. An a'lternative explanation wouid be that in tire react.ion
U-U the mass transfqr.already octurs at lower excitation energies thanin Pb-Pb. This would be of considerab'le importance for the proäuction
of'transuranic elements and might be due to nuc'lean structirre: Pb beingdoubly magig ulq u being deformöd. Additional experimenti w.iti b. per- "
formed to clarify these questions.
U- U 7.5 MeV/AMU.
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The.strnngest possible Coulomb forces exist between two Uranium nuclei,
so that this reaetion is best suited for the investigation of Coulombfission. Jlt* present measurement has been performed ät a bombarding
energy-wel I above the Coulomb barrier (E6p1 =!.26 En.,,,t ), however b!selectilg."elastic" scattered events at äütricientYV"irirati scattering
angles (ffg" 6f) lt. is.possible to select collisions with lÄige impaötparameters for which the overlap of nuclear matter is vanishiäg.
The enerEy and anEle of these "quasielast'ic" events have been deter-
mined with the isnisatjon chamber and the recoil detector (RC.infig: l) yir used to determine the Ij::ion.probab'ility of the recoilingnuclei. The rneasured fjssion probability is djsplayeä in fig. zz.
l,le observe an important fission cnoss section even at large impactparameters. It is not possible, at present, to exclude ex[erimänh'l1y
a contribution, to the measured cross section of the subcäulomb
neutron transfer induced fission. However, in our case, the contri-bution of such a transfer is less important on a relative s..ie, thanthe one observed in recent subcoulomb fission measurements with lighter
.qpJ,gcil].:_(ca 76,.Sp 77, Kr 77). Theoreticat catcutations (Gr 731I'li 75, 0b 77) should be extended'to this heavy system.
4. Results of the ^r-multipl ic.ity measurements
The v-multrplic'ity can be considered as a measure of the total spin
?I tttg fragments after the collision, although the ..consi.uäiion ofthe absotytg_spin varues from a y-muitipliciiy is ruiÄä.-io*piu*(l-ia 75, A1 75 Ba 76, Gt 71 , pe 77, is io;. T"he total spin-ääpÄnas
on the initial angular momentum, on the slow down pnocess and on thetime scale of the :'nteraction, which are important'hidden qrunilties,not.directly measurable: So jt could turn out that the vl*üiiipficty'studies bring new'insight into these processes and allow tÄ ctiitingirtsf,between model s.
hle present here the resu'lts for the Kr-sn and Kr-Er systems: they are
summarized on figure Z3 , ?4. Thq.dependence of <My) än angie -is- shown(.23c) 
.for the thiee branches of figure Z3a; the eluitiä,-fte-pirttydumped and the fu11y relaxed. Duq io tangentia'l frictioÄ, in..ä i, asteep increase llgng the partly dumped cömponent. Stict<ing, ii-unV,is oniy achieved 'in the complelely relaxed component. This can also
!g_:.u!.on figure 23d, where <Mvjis plotted as a function of theTKEL. The differences in (Mv) at low tKEt oetween Kr on Er and Kr onsn, urhich have nearly equal ]*ux values indicate the preieniä-otnuclear structure effects: thä-äeformed Er nucleus can be easi'ly ex-cited in the Coulomb field, while the spherical Sn nucleus rÄmains
unqxc'ited at'large_impact panameters (flg. 23c ). rhe reiäiion"'üetweeno7r and the TKEL-of fisure 14 is asaiÄ displuyäa on-fiöu;')än". r,i,
shows how the energy and the angulär momentum-are simuitaneousiy in-troduced into the internal degräes of freedom of the rvri.r.-irre ractthat for small enel^g.y loss the-dissipated en*iEy per exähang* i, in-
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Fig.23: Resu'lts of the ?Ilr]rto,icity meäsurement. Part c) of the lfr;.to*
shovrs how the average .y-multiplicity of the rea:tion Kr-Sn in-
creases as a function of the laboraiory scattering angle for
the three branches illustrated in part a): the eiastic, thepartly domped and the fully relaxed ccmponent. The elasiic
component for the reaciion Kr-Er is also snown in pari c)
cf the fioure.
dependent from the bombarding energy indicates that not only velocitydependent friction forces have to be considered. This shows already
a limjtation of the simple classical model
The same y-mult'ip1ic'ity data of the Kr on Er reactjon can also be
analyzed as a function of the proton transfer. This is dispiayed infigure 24 for different bins of the TKEL. A dependence on the-number
of transferred protons is only present'in the parily damped component
vrhere the system is not equilibrated. In the fu1ly relaxäd componentthe value of<Mv) is independent from Z over the öbserved rangä: thisis not expected in a simple st'ick'ing model picture, which preä.icts
an increase towärd asynnetric fragmäntation (Bo 76).
It is of particular importance for a y-multiplicity measurement to
'investigate the dependence from the impact parameter (ingoing angular
nnmentum). Aithough it is difficult to associate the obsärveä,eväntsto the ingoing angular momentum (1in), a possible approach consiststo 'integrate the observed total croSs section, as a function of the
TKEL, after nonmalization to the Rutherford scattering (Hu 77). The
results of such a derivation are dravrn as a full I jne-on t'iguie 25a.Thjs shows that the partly domped events cover a ma'in fraction of
the total react'ion cross section. If a sharp correspondence exists
between 1.tn and TKEL, then the fu1ly relaxed component has to be
: [l: *] 514MeV
I::B?J 1130 rurev 
\r
llC-Er) 
.^,-...
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associated to angu'lar mornenta
smaj I er than 95 , wi th
an average value of 60"
The corresponding 'intenna'l 6
spi.n_ woul d P., . i n the sti ck'ing (My) ,mödel , of about 22 " Thi s j s
a val ue much too smal'l to
expl a i n the observed mu1 t'iP- 12
tiättyvalueof 2o. Itlea'ds 10
to twä possible consequencest t
the 'nuclei are able to ac-
comodate in'the internal degree
of'freedom more angui ar mo-
mentum than the sticking mode'l
predicts or the corresPondence
between l;,., dnd TKEL is quite
broad and'1'arge inrpact para-
meters can lead to fu1'lY re-
laxed events. This last ex-
p'lanat'ion seems to be more
I i kely, however, the I imi -
tations of the simple classical
model are disclosed here again.
A number of exp'lanat'ions for
the observed behaviour can
be found inthe framework of
the fluctuation theory (Ngo 77)
orin a nt'icroscopic quantum
mechanical treatment (l^lei 77,
Nö 77).
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Fi9.24: Dependence
the tota l
--------Tl
of the average v-multiplicity on
number of transferred protons.
Fi g .25:
Prediction of a sticking
modei ot two touching
spheres descri b i ng the
sharing of the angular
nlomentum between internal
and relative motion as a
function of the asynunetry
parameter n=rn,/(m1+rn2) for
a constant total mass.
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F'i".26: Comparison of the sticking nrodel to the' results of the Kr on Er reaction. Sticking
1s labet1ed by (S) non sticking by (NS)'
. The dots of part a) were caiculated from
the measured f,-mul'"iplicity by-the relation(lr.) 
= 4 + i ,( l"i). The ingoing anguiar
möirlentum value I in was obtained.from the
integration of thä"cross section 'in bins
of the TKEL.
Another rnteresting informatjon, which can be derived from the data
consists jn associäting the observed loW kinetjc energjes to.the
deformation at thescjsiion pojnt. In figure 25a are,jndicated illq,
barrier heights for two touching spheres (R = 1.50 {A1L/.3.+ \?tl "l)
'in a non sticking (NS) and in a sticking confjguration (S). The ob-
served TKE is sm;li, which suggests that deformation effects can be
of importance, nrjl only in the fu1'ly relaxed component but even at
an earlier stage'in the part'ia11y dumped component. Thjs can be
interpreted'in ternts of coilective excitation modes (l''li_77)_or in
terms of a neck formation between elongated fragments (Bo 77).
-?5-
Concl us ions
A systgmat'ic survey of deep inelastic reactjons was performed.for
colliding nuc'le'i of masses between Bo and 240 amu.
The application of large surface detectors and, particularly, of a
pos'ition sensitive'ion'isation chamber, has proved to be very effective
and appropri ate for thi s type of r'nvest'igati ons .
The l^l'ilczynski diagrams describing the relative motion between the
coll'iding objects shows a gradua'l trend as a functjon of growing masses
of target and projectile where the trajectories lead the particles not
toward negative scattering angles but increasingly into the direction
around and above the grazing ang'le. lle attribute this behaviour to a
delicate balance between Coulomb and nuclear forces.
The energy dumping as a funct'ion of the nass transfer strength matches
a genet'a1 lavr between total kjnetic energy loss and the variance of
the proton number distributjon. For the part'ly domped component this
relation seems to hold'independently from the cho'ice of ingoing channel
and bombarding energy. The diss'ipation of the kinetic energy does not
depend only on the re.lat'ive velocity of the impinging nuclei, and the
simple friction model is not appropriate to describe these processes.
The y-niultip'licity measurement displays a rapid increase as a functjon
of scattering angle and total kinetjc energy loss, vrhich give new
insights to the process and indicate the necessity of microscopic
quantum mechanical calculations of the interaction.
In the U-U:collisjon large nnss transfers are present'which possib'ly
populate with relat'ively large cross sections the transuranic elements.
In the Pb-Pb reactjon the mass transfer js more restricted. The decayprobability by fission of the primary masses increases strongly for
growing masses and excitation energies. The presented invest'igations
are by no 'means comp'leted and hoi d promi se of additional surprises
and excitements.
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